
 

 
Thank you and please enjoy these wines from your 2013 Quarter Two Vine Club pack!!! 
 
It is hard to believe it is already April.  This is certainly partially because Mother Nature sure hasn’t 
shown much sign of spring with late snows and sub freezing temperatures.  That said I think it is just 
because of the old saying, “Time flies when you are having fun.” 
 
This has easily been the most exciting start to a year that we have ever had.  We all hit the ground 
running and it almost seems like everything is finally starting to come together.  We have hired a 
couple new people, Bryan Winfrey and Alicia Whitestone that will be the faces you see each time you 
are in.  Almost all of our favorite Tasting Room folks weathered the winter with us (cool pun) and 
return as familiar faces for 2013.  We have finished pulling out the vines we felt didn’t work for our 
wine to replace with more Viognier, Syrah, Tannat and Petit Manseng.  We have started our Bistro 
style service of some cool items like cheese and charcouterie plate with more to come.  We have 
continued to upgrade our tasting room to match our wines as we will continue to do.  We have also 
started the season with some of the first 90 point scores for Virginia Wine through national and 
international media ever.  The cool part is the accolades keep rolling, just wait for more new in a 
month or so… 
 
So in other words, our slow season has been anything but slow.  Now it is all about what is coming up 
like the first of the 2012 wines.  This is by far our favorite vintage that we have worked with as the 
wines have unparalleled balance.  They are complex, ripe but without excessive alcohol, have finer 
acidity and are simply more age worthy and food friendly then most vintages.  We will also be 
releasing the last of the 2010 wines which is possibly the area’s most heralded vintage along with 2007.  
These wines are a hedonists dream with lush character, richness and just an overwhelming presence.  
We will also be releasing a couple of the 2011’s that we were quite excited about.  In this quarters pack 
you will get to try wines from each of these vintages as well as a flash from the past with the Vine 
Club member favorite Winemakers Select Bin 5 2008 that is drinking beautifully.   

 
This Quarters Wine: 

 
1) Winemakers Select Bin 9 2010 – I can’t help myself but use a super lame comparison for this 

wine that will only be awesome for me.  This wine totally reminds me of Kris Kross being 
youngster vines that are just taking over with pure awesomeness and it makes me want to 
Jump and also Warm’s me Up in the winter.  I know, lame right?  But that was my first 
concert and it totally rocked!  The wine definitely benefited from the hot and dry vintage of 
2010.  Great fruit and concentration that is almost never felt from such young vines, especially 
the mid palate depth.  There is also striking complexity, refinement and structure to the wine 
showing everything from supple leafy/earthy notes to the very vibrant berry fruit and great 
back bone of acidity. 

 
The making of this wine was simple.  It was the same process as all our Single Vineyard reds 
as we assess the qualities from these new blocks each year.  Long macerations (35 days for the 
Merlot, 28 for Cab) to get great extraction, indigenous yeast, not help of enzymes, etc and then 
just laid down in barrel for 18 months before being bottled unfined and unfiltered.  Just pure 
vineyard to glass enjoyment. 

 



2) #Social Secret 2010 – Shhhh, it’s a secret, don’t tell anyone you have it.  This is the first and 
only red we made that is solely Honah Lee Red that is not in the Commonwealth Collection.  
We separated this to be part of the Single Vineyard wines as the Honah Lee Red but the more 
we tasted it, the more we felt there was so much more to this then the site.  We tasted it and 
thinking this was a beast of a wine.  We also thought it would be cool to keep it a secret for 
only those in the know (generally our Vine Club members) or those who are super cool like us 
hanging out on Social Media.  There is only one person who has boycotted Facebook on our 
management team, bet you can’t guess who! 

 
So here it is, a big juicy wine meant for the cellar.  It is a blend of 50% Tannat, 35% Petit 
Verdot and 15% Pinotage.  This is why we thought it was much more than just a site thing.  
These varieties are all known for being aggressive and in your face and this wine is no 
different.  They work well together giving blackberry, plum and some earthy like notes all 
balanced with a powerful structure of velvety tannins and bright acidity.  This is a big wine 
with attitude that will be awesome with a big slab of meat or lay it down for a while.  

 
3) Boneyard Red 2011 – A silk purse out of a sow’s ear is the only way to describe this wine and the 

process of making it.  We all know that 2011 was a challenging vintage, but what it did was 
create an opportunity to give some of the best value wine out there.  It was one of those years 
that you couldn’t let greed get in front of you.  By greed I might also mean being responsible 
 

 
In 2011 we made the decision not to make our top end Single Vineyard or Commonwealth 
Collection wines.  Instead we felt that the grapes normally destined for those top and more 
expensive bottling made the Boneyard wines awesome.  We were able to select from our very 
best lots in order to make one incredible wine instead of several.  The blend is a combination 
of Nevaeh, Honah Lee and Tranquility bringing together Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, Petit 
Verdot, Tannat, Syrah, and Mourvedre creating a wine of elegance, complexity and balance 
that we simply didn’t think we could do in 2011…We were obviously wrong. 

 
The wine was aged in New, Second and Third use Virginia oak for 12 months before being 
bottled unfined and unfiltered.  The nose is loaded with raspberry, black currant, mint and 
violet characters showing its beauty and complexity.  This all leads to a silky and refined 
palate with great freshness and lively fruit.  Simply put, the 2011 Boneyard Red is the wine I 
like to drink every day. 
 
 

Salute, 
 
 
 
 
Jordan Harris – Winemaker           Tim Kish – Assistant Winemaker        Kim Parker – Vine Club 
Manager  


